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representative performance of infants from birth to Two
years of age  (continued)
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age of appearance in
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Repeats    two    out   of    three    words
spoken by examiner  	
Piles  tower of six  blocks with  good
co-ordination   	
Imitates vertical or horizontal strokes
Throws bean hag into a twelve inch
hole after practice 	
Rolls a rubber ball half way up an
incline, 3 feet, 8 inches long 	
Climbs upon chair, height 17i/£ inches
Gets off chair 13 inches high  	
Runs   	
Names parts of face	
Counts 1 without object 	
Repeats three digits	
Recognizes self in mirror	
 Twenty-three months
Twenty-four months
tion. In the third column the parent may record the age
at which aii individual child reached each stage. Such a
record may have four possible values: (1) to direct parents'
attention to the child's development, (2) to avoid premature
development or omitted stages in development due to over-
stimulation, (3) to provide necessary stimulation in cases of
retarded development, and (4) to study the effect of par-
ticular sequences on later development.
Obviously, the developmental pictures will vary with en-
vironmental conditions as well as with hereditary tendencies
of individual children. If records of this kind are systemati-
cally and accurately kept in precisely described situations,
some light may be thrown on the relationship between se-
quences of development and other factors. Still more impor-
tant is the pattern of behavior that is developed month by
month under given environmental conditions.
Parents will be fascinated by a careful study of their baby's
vocabulary as it grows word by word. A word may be con-
sidered a part of the child's vocabulary when it is used cor-
rectly in daily conversations; when it is named in reply to a

